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Abstract
In this paper, we establish one general q-exponential operator identity by solving one
simple q-diﬀerence equation. Using this q-diﬀerence equation, we get some
generalizations of Andrews-Askey and Askey-Wilson integral. In addition, we also
discuss some properties of q-polynomials Hn.
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1 Introduction and notations
For decades, various families of q-polynomials and q-integral have been investigated
ratherwidely and extensively duemainly to their having been found to be potentially useful
in such wide variety of ﬁelds as theory of partitions, number theory, combinatorial analy-
sis, ﬁnite vector spaces, Lie theory, etc. (cf. [–]). There are many techniques to achieve
the ends; for instance, analysis methods (cf. [–, , ]), combinatorics method (cf. []),
and q-operator method (cf. [, –, , ]) and so on. In resent years, the authors [, –
] derived some formulas of q-polynomials and q-integral from studying the properties
of solutions about some q-diﬀerence equations. Inspired by their work, in this paper, we
will present one more generalized q-diﬀerence equation and give some applications of it.
We adopt the notations used by Gasper and Rahman []. Throughout the paper unless
otherwise stated we assume that  < |q| < . Let N denote the set of non-negative integer,
C denote the set of complex numbers.
For any complex number a, the q-shifted factorial are deﬁned as












, n ∈N, ()
and we also adopt the following compact notation for the multiple q-shifted factorial:
(a,a, . . . ,am;q)n = (a;q)n(a;q)n · · · (am;q)n, m ∈N,n =∞ or n ∈N. ()
The basic hypergeometric series st is given by
st
(
a, . . . ,as






(a,a, . . . ,as;q)k
(q,b, . . . ,bt ;q)k
[
(–)kq(k)
]+t–sxk , s, t ∈N. ()
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For any function f (x) of one variable, the q-derivative of f (x) with respect to x is deﬁned





= f (x) – f (qx)x ,
and we further deﬁned Dq,x{f (x)} = f (x), and for n≥ , Dnq,x{f (x)} =Dq,x{Dn–q,x {f (x)}}.







(q;q)k (q;q)n–k , for ≤ k ≤ n,
, otherwise.
()
For a,a, . . . ,as,b, . . . ,bs,b, c ∈C, we deﬁne the following generalized q-operator:
F(a, . . . ,as;b, . . . ,bs; cDq,b) = s+s
(
a,a, . . . ,as




Some special cases of the above q-operator had been studied by many researchers. For
instance, the authors [, –, ] made a systematic study on F(;–; cDq,b). Some ap-
plications of F(a; –; cDq,b) were given in [, , ]. Some properties and applications of
F(a,a;b; cDq,b) were discussed in [, ]. In this paper, we present the following more
generalized q-diﬀerence equation for the above q-operator.
Theorem . Let f (a, . . . ,as,b, . . . ,bs,b, c) be a s + -variable analytic function in













































aiajak , . . . , As+ = aa · · ·as.
Then we have
f (a, . . . ,as,b, . . . ,bs,b, c)
= F(a, . . . ,as;b, . . . ,bs; cDq,b)f (a, . . . ,as,b, . . . ,bs,b, ). ()
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Corollary . ([], Eq. (.)) Let f (a,a,b,b, c) be a -variable analytic function in a
neighborhood of (a,a,b,b, c) = (, , , , ) ∈C, satisfying the q-diﬀerence equation
b
[










f (a,a,b,b, c) – f (a,a,b,bq, c)
)
– (a + a)
(
f (a,a,b,b, cq)














f (a,a,b,b, c) = F(a,a;b; cDq,b)f (a,a,b,b, ). ()
Remark . Letting ai = bi = , i = , , . . . , s, Eq. () reduces to (). Setting ai = bi = ,
i = , , . . . , s, then replacing b, c by a, b respectively, Eq. () reduces to [], Theorem .
Putting ai = bi = , i = , , . . . , s, then replacing a, b, c by a, c, b, respectively, Eq. ()
reduces to [], Proposition ..
Proof of Theorem . From the theory of several complex variables in [] (or [], p.,
Hartog’s theorem), we assume that
f (a, . . . ,as,b, . . . ,bs,b, c) =
∞∑
n=
Wn(a, . . . ,as,b, . . . ,bs,b)cn ()



















Wn(a, . . . ,as,b, . . . ,bs,bq)cnqjn
]
. ()










Wn–(a, . . . ,as,b, . . . ,bs,b)
–Wn–(a, . . . ,as,b, . . . ,bs,bq)
]
. ()
For each n≥ , we get
Wn(a, . . . ,as,b, . . . ,bs,b)
= ( – aq
n–)( – aqn–) · · · ( – asqn–)
( – bqn–)( – bqn–) · · · ( – bsqn–)Dq,b
{
Wn–(a, . . . ,as,b, . . . ,bs,b)
}
. ()
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By iteration, we ﬁnd that
Wn(a, . . . ,as,b, . . . ,bs,b)




W(a, . . . ,as,b, . . . ,bs,b)
}
. ()
Putting c =  in (), we get W(a, . . . ,as,b, . . . ,bs,b) = f (a, . . . ,as,b, . . . ,bs,b, ). Substi-
tuting () into (), we get (). This completes the proof. 
Theorem . If a = q–G, G ∈N, b,w,u, v,ai,bi ∈C, i = , , . . . , s, then







(a,a, . . . ,as;q)n











Proof We use f (a, . . . ,as,b, . . . ,bs,b, c) to denote the right side of (). We have
Wn =
(a,a, . . . ,as;q)n
(q,b, . . . ,bs;q)n
()







a, . . . ,b, . . . ,bs,b, cqj
)






































































) · · · ( – asqn–). ()




















































































a, . . . ,as,b, . . . ,bs,bq, cqj
)]
. ()
So f (a, . . . ,as,b, . . . ,bs,b, c) satisﬁes (), applying (), we complete the proof. 

















Combining the above identity and (), we ﬁnd the following generalized formula of [],
Lemma . (or [], Eq. (.)).
Corollary . If a = q–G, G ∈N, b,w,u, v,ai,bi ∈C, i = , , . . . , s, then







(a,a, . . . ,as;q)n








Letting w =  in (), we ﬁnd the following.
Corollary . If a = q–G, G ∈N, b, c,u, v,ai,bi ∈C, i = , , . . . , s, then







(a,a, . . . ,as;q)n











Letting w = v =  in (), we ﬁnd the following.
Corollary . If max{|bu|, |cu|} < , u,ai,bi ∈C, i = , , . . . , s, then







(a,a, . . . ,as;q)n
(q,b, . . . ,bs;q)n
(cu)n. ()
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and we obtain the following.
Corollary . If max{|bu|, |bw|, |cu|} < , u, v,ai,bi ∈C, i = , , . . . , s, then







(a,a, . . . ,as,w/u;q)n
(q,b, . . . ,bs,bw;q)n
(cu)n. ()
Remark . It were diﬃcult to distinguish analysis of the functions of the right side of ()
(or (), ()) if we would remove the condition a = q–G. But in () and (), we do not
need the condition a = q–G. Undermax{|bu|, |bv|, |bw|, |cu|} < , it is easy to verify that the
right sides of () and () are analytic functions in a neighborhood of (, , . . . , ) ∈Cs+.
In this paper, the symbolsWn and Un are frequently used. HereWn is deﬁned as (), and
Un is equal to (h,h, . . . ,ht ;q)n/(q, g, . . . , gt ;q)n.
The paper is organized in the following manner. In the next two sections we give some
generalizations of Andrews-Askey and Askey-Wilson integrals by the q-diﬀerence equa-
tion. In Section , we discuss some properties of q-polynomials Hn. Several special cases
and examples of our results are also pointed out, in the concluding section.







d( – q)(q,dq/c, c/d,abcd;q)∞
(ac,ad,bc,bd;q)∞
, ()
provided that there are no zero factors in the denominator of the integral, which could be
directly derived from Andrews-Askey integrals ([], Eq. (.) or [], Eq. (.)) after some
simple replacing. In [] (or [, , ]), some generalizations and applications of () are
given. In this paper we give the following generalizations of the above identity.






















Applying (), we rewrite () as follows.
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Substituting the above identity into (), we have the following.


























So we see that the identity () is the same as Theorem  in [] after replacing (a,a,b)
by (r,w, v), respectively.
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In the same way as proving (), we can verify fL satisﬁes (), so we have
fL = F(a, . . . ,as;b, . . . ,bs, eDq,a)
{
fL(a, . . . ,as,b, . . . ,bs,a, )
}











It is easy to prove fR satisﬁes (), so we ﬁnd that
fR = F(a, . . . ,as;b, . . . ,bs, eDq,a)
{
fR(a, . . . ,as,b, . . . ,bs,a, )
}





Combining the above identity and (), we complete the proof of (). 








(a,a, . . . ,as, c/x;q)n
(q,b, . . . ,bs,ac;q)n
(ex)n dqx
= d( – q)(q,dq/c, c/d,abcd;q)∞(ac,ad,bc,bd;q)∞
∞∑
n=
(a,a, . . . ,as,bc;q)n
(q,b, . . . ,bs,abcd;q)n
(de)n. ()









(a,a, . . . ,as, c/x;q)n
(q,b, . . . ,bs,ac;q)n
(ex)n dqx





(a,a, . . . ,as,bc;q)n
(q,b, . . . ,bs,abcd;q)n
(de)n. ()
Setting fL = fL(a,a, . . . ,as,b, . . . ,bs,a, e) and fR = fR(a,a, . . . ,as,b, . . . ,bs,a, e) denoting
the left-hand and the right-hand side of (), respectively, and taking v =  in proving of
Theorem ., we can verify both fL and fR satisfy (). Letting F = F(a,a, . . . ,as;b, . . . ,bs,
eDq,a), from (), we get
fL = F
{
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= F







fR(a,a, . . . ,as,b, . . . ,bs,a, )
}
= fR. ()
This completes the proof. 







a,a, . . . ,as
























a,a, . . . ,as




















we can easily verify both of the above identities satisfy (), so we have
fL = F(a, . . . ,as;b, . . . ,bs, eDq,a)
{
fL(a, . . . ,as,b, . . . ,bs,a, )
}






fR = F(a, . . . ,as;b, . . . ,bs, eDq,a)
{
fR(a, . . . ,as,b, . . . ,bs,a, )
}





Combining (), we complete the proof of (). 







a,a, . . . ,as


















Combing the above identity and (), then replacing (bc,bd,abcd) by (b, c,d), respectively,
we recover the special case for e =  in Eq. (III.) ([], p.).
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a,a, . . . ,as





h,h, . . . ,ht






























h,h, . . . ,ht











(h,h, . . . ,ht ;q)l











we can easily verify both of the above identities satisfy (), so we have
fL = F(h, . . . ,ht ; g, . . . , gt , fDq,b)
{
fL(h, . . . ,ht , g, . . . , gt ,b, )
}






fR = F(h, . . . ,ht ; g, . . . , gt , fDq,b)
{
fR(h, . . . ,ht , g, . . . , gt ,b, )
}












a,a, . . . ,as

















By () and (), we complete the proof. 
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Interchanging a and b in (), similar to (), we ﬁnd the following.
























Setting a = d = q, b = c = –q in (), then letting q→ , we have the following.









)  · k+
(k + )(k + )
j(j + )!
( + k)j
(–)k+j = , ()
where (a) = , (a)j = a(a + ) · · · (a + j – ).
3 Generalizations of Askey-Wilson integral
In [], we had derived a new of q-contour integral formula from the following elegant












where the contour C is a deformation of unit circle so that the poles of /(az,bz, cz,dz;q)∞
lie outside the contour and the origin and poles of /(a/z,b/z, c/z,d/z;q)∞ lie inside the
contour. In this section, we get the following generalizations of the above equation.
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We use fL = fL(a, . . . ,as,b, . . . ,bs,a, e) and fR = fR(a, . . . ,as,b, . . . ,bs,a, e) to denote the
left-hand and the right-hand side of (), respectively. By the same method as in Theo-






















Applying (), the above identity is equal to the left side of (). This completes the proof.

Employing the above theorem, using q-operator F = F(h, . . . ,ht ; g, . . . , gt ; fDq,b), similar
to the above proof, we conclude the following.























































4 Some properties of q-polynomials Hn
For a,a, . . . ,as,b, . . . ,bs,b, c ∈C, s ∈N, we deﬁne







(a,a, . . . ,as;q)k




q–n,a,a,a, . . . ,as




We can get some famous polynomials from Hn, e.g., letting b = , ai = bi = , i = , , . . . , s,
the polynomialsHn reduce to the classical Al-Salam-Carlitz polynomials (cf. [], Eq. (.)),

















q–n,a,a, . . . ,as
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Taking a = abcdqn–, a = aeiθ , a = ae–iθ , b = ab, b = ac, b = ad, ai = bi = , i = , . . . , s










Putting a = abqn+, a = q–x, a = cqx–N , b = aq, b = q–N , b = bcq, ai = bi = , i = , . . . , s
in (), we get the q-Racah polynomials ([], Eq. (..)),







In this section, we will give some properties of q-polynomials Hn by q-diﬀerence equa-
tion. We now show the Hn satisﬁes the following q-diﬀerence equation.




















a, . . . ,as,b, . . . ,bs,bq, cqj
)]
= , ()
where Aj, Bj are deﬁned as ().







































) · · · ( – asqk–). ()













) · · · ( – asqk). ()




























) · · · ( – asqk)
















































) · · · ( – asqk). ()
This completes the proof. 
For Hn satisﬁes (), applying (), we ﬁnd the following.
Corollary . If Hn(a,a, . . . ,as;b, . . . ,bs;b, c) is deﬁned as (), then





Combining the above equation and (), we obtain the following generating functions
for Hn.










Setting b = , ai = bi = , i = , , . . . , s in (), we conclude the following.








Theorem . If a = q–N , h = q–G, G,N ∈N, max{|bev|, |cev|, |bfv|} < , then
∞∑
n=





















To prove the above theorem, we need the following lemma.
Lemma . If a = q–N , v,u,ai,bi ∈C, i = , , . . . , s, s,N ∈N, then
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Proof Letting f (a,a, . . . ,as;b, . . . ,bs;b, c) denoting the right-hand side of (), similar
to the proof of Theorem ., we see that the functions f (a,a, . . . ,as;b, . . . ,bs;b, c) sat-
isﬁes (). Applying (), we complete the proof. 
Proof of Theorem . The left-hand side of () is equal to
∞∑
n=




Hn(a,a, . . . ,as;b, . . . ,bs; e, f )
vn
(q;q)n
= F(a,a, . . . ,as;b, . . . ,bs; cDq,b)
{ ∞∑
n=













Using Lemma ., we complete the proof. 




















Proof The left-hand side of () is equal to











By Theorem ., the proof is complete. 
Letting w =  in (), we have the following.




















Setting v =  in (), then applying (), we ﬁnd the following.









(a,a, . . . ,as,w/u;q)n
(q,b, . . . ,bs,bw;q)n
(cu)n. ()
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5 Some special cases
In this section, we brieﬂy consider some consequences and special cases of the results
derived in Section . If we take e = q/d, ai = bi = , i = , , . . . , s in (), applying (), we
obtain the following.























If we take e = b/ac, a = ac, ai = bi = , i = , , . . . , s in (), applying the q-Gauss sum-







= (c/a, c/b;q)∞(c, c/ab;q)∞
, ()





























we ﬁnd the following.














Setting a = abcdb in the above identity, we obtain the following.






d( – q)(q,dq/c, c/d,abcd,acdb,bcdb;q)∞
(ac,ad,bc,bd,bc,bd;q)∞
. ()




















then letting a = q, b = –q, c = –, d =  in (), we get the following.







ekq(k)–Gk (a, . . . ,as;q)k(b, . . . ,bs;q)k





















Taking e = –q, ai = q, bi = q, i = , , . . . ,  in (), then letting q→  yields the following.























k +  . ()
If let e = q, ai = q, bi = q, i = , , . . . ,  in (), and setting q → , we have the following.























k +  . ()
Combining with the above two identities, we obtain the following.















k +  = . ()
Taking e = –q, ai = q, bi = q, i = , , . . . ,  in (), then letting q→  yields the following.



















(n + )s (–)
kk
k +  . ()
Setting e = q, ai = q, bi = q, i = , , . . . ,  in (), then letting q →  yields the following.



















(–)n(n + )s (–)
kk
k +  . ()
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Combining with the above two identities, we obtain the following.












(m + )s (–)
kk
k +  = . ()
Remark . The symbol [x] denotes the largest integer ≤ x.
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